
  Factual Entertainment

A&E Live  Factual Entertainment  Optomen  ITV1  50' x3 Collaborative edit
Part of a team of editors making fast turnaround Obs Doc inserts for a series of live programmes celebrating 
70 years of the NHS. Presented by Davina McCall, over three evenings, from the busy A&E Department at 
Leeds General Infirmary.

Animal Madhouse  Factual Entertainment  Maverick TV  Channel Four  45' x2  Collaborative edit
A series fronted by four expert vets, which explores some of the extraordinary ailments and conditions that 
affect all creatures great and small - from pets to livestock and even the odd zoo animal too.

A Place in the Sun : Summer Sun  Factual Entertainment  Freeform Productions  Channel Four  45’ x2
A series helping couples wanting to purchase a dream-home in the sun. A presenters consults property 
experts and expats, whilst guiding the couple round a number of properties which should match their 
expectations.

Britain in Bloom : Marlborough  Factual Entertainment  Electric Ray  BBC1  29’ x1
Chris Bavin visits 15 towns and villages across the UK that are entering the annual RHS competition. He 
takes a look at the preparations communities are making for ‘Judging Day’ -  when they hope to win ‘Gold’.

Call That Hard Work  Factual Entertainment  Electric Ray  BBC1  45’ x3
A fast-paced, competitive series that takes a fun and informative look at the world of work. Three people who 
are passionate of what they do for a living, spend a day doing one another’s work and the person who 
everyone agrees has the hardest job will win a cash bonus.

Countrywise  Factual Entertainment  ITV Productions  ITV1  1Hr & 23’ for 3 Series  Contributing Editor
The popular peak-time programme in which Paul Heiney, Bethany Hughes and Rachel de Thame celebrate 
the beauty and rich history of the British countryside.  Includes cooking with celebrity chef Mike Robinson.

Escape to the Continent  Factual Entertainment  Boundless  BBC2  1Hr x3
Series following British couples considering a move abroad.  They are shown four potential homes and take 
a test drive of what an alternative life could be like in a new country.  Includes consumer advice.

Escape to the Country  Factual Entertainment  Boundless  BBC2  1Hr x10
A series helping prospective buyers find their dream home in the country. They are given a tour of a number 
of properties matching their wish list and then one which challenges something on that list, but which may be 
worth the compromise.

Great British Railway Journeys  Factual Entertainment  Boundless  BBC2  29’ x30
Michael Portillo follows in the footsteps of the father of the train timetable in this revealing portrait of Britain 
through the eyes of the cartographic genius that was George Bradshaw.

Hairy Builder  Factual Entertainment  CPL  BBC2  29’ x2
Hairy Biker Dave Myers visits heritage buildings undergoing architectural restoration and learns about their 
history.  He looks at the techniques used by the craftsmen on site and gets involved with some of the tasks.

Impossible Engineering  Factual Entertainment  TwoFour  Yesterday/UKTV  50' x2
A series looking at the history of pioneering modern-day mega structures, recounting the stories of the 
exceptional engineers whose technological advances made it possible.

Inside : Center Parcs  Factual Entertainment  Crackit Productions  C5  50' x1
A one-off look at the firm behind the Center Parcs Holiday Villages. Using archive footage and contemporary 
interviews to look at what it took to make a Dutch entrepreneur’s idea such a huge success in the UK.
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Joe Wicks : Body Coach  Factual Entertainment  FullFat TV  C4  50’ x2  Collaborative edit.
Instagram star Joe Wicks guides contributors through a diet and fitness plan, so they can drop the pounds 
and get fit.  Over the duration of the programmes, the results are incredible and life changing.

Made in Britain  Factual Entertainment  Daisybeck Studios  ITV4  50’ Pilot
A behind the scenes look at the manufacturing processes of some well known and iconic products - all made 
in Britain. Workers reveal what makes their products special; from bats to boots and watches to Wagon 
Wheels.

My Tasty Travels with Lynda Bellingham  Factual Entertainment  TwoFour  ITV1  1Hr x3
Lynda travels around Britain, looking at what makes the countryside a great place to live or to visit. Along the 
way, she is given a 'Food Challenge' and cooks a treat for some deserving locals.

Real Cooks : Christmas Special  Factual Entertainment  ITV Central  ITV1  23’
Celebrity chef Gino D’Acampo adjudicates, as a food critic and a well known chef cook a seasonal meal for 
each other.  Offering advice on their preparation and cooking methods, both hope to create the perfect 
Christmas dinner.

Secret Cities : Pilot  Factual Entertainment   BBC Arts  BBC4 23’
Pilot programme that would become the BBC4 series ‘An Art Lovers Guide’, where art historians Dr Janina 
Ramirez and Alastair Sooke take viewers on entertaining and revealing cultural city breaks.

Shut Ins : Britain’s Fattest People  Factual Entertainment  Blink Films  C4  45’ x1
Across the UK, thousands of super morbidly obese people are too big to leave their home. Each programme 
looks at an individual who is shut away from the world and asks, can they turn their lives around?

Slim to Win : Christmas Special  Factual Entertainment  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
Rosemary Conley encourages clinically obese contributors to lose weight and enjoy exercise.  By offering a 
cash prize for the best results, she hopes they will try their hardest not to pile on the pounds at Christmas.

Supersize vs Superskinny  Factual Entertainment  Remarkable  Channel Four  1Hr x2
Dr Christian Jessen asks contributors to swap diets and experience each others wildly contrasting eating 
habits. The programme also examines the mine field of issues around weight, food and body image.

Taste for Success  Factual Entertainment  ITV Central  ITV1   23’ x6
Tony Francis takes a look at some iconic food brands, such as Ribena, East End Foods and Thorntons 
Chocolates.  He discovers how the brands came about, how they are manufactured and marketed and their 
plans for their future.

Walks of Life : Kent  Factual  7Wonder  BBC2  50’ x1
In a series focusing on countryside walks with a religious theme, Mehreen Baig follows in the footsteps of 
Kent’s most famous son, Charles Dickens.  She discovers how the county’s stunning landscape influenced 
his writings and beliefs.

Waterworld  Factual Entertainment  ITV Central  ITV1  23’ Contributing Editor to one series.
Popular series exploring the canals of the Midlands region and meeting those who use it for business or 
pleasure.  Narrated by Timothy West.

What’s Up Dog?  Factual Entertainment  ITV Central  ITV1  23’ x6
Roadshow series in which vet Joe Inglis and handler Carolyn Menteith help dog owners with their pet’s 
health, dietary and training issues.  Katie Boyle presides and also meets celebrity dog owners in their 
homes, including Paul O’Grady, Maureen Lipman and Annette Crosbie.
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  Documentary

Brummies in Brownstown  Factual  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
Following a couple who, as ‘returnees’, make the move back to Jamaica to live out their retirement - and who 
find out that the locals still regard them as ‘British’.  Narrated by Ruby Turner.

Gardeners’ World : Special  Factual  BBC Studios  BBC2  1Hr
Monty Don presents a one-off special, examining the life and the influence of ten of ‘Britain’s Gardening 
Heroes’. A showcase of some of the most beautiful, practical and functional gardens in Britain.

Evil Up Close  Factual  FirstLook TV  AETN  1Hr x10
Series examining the stories of the criminals behind some of the most evil crimes in our recent history. 
Includes interviews with those close to the criminals and expert analysis, along with dramatic reconstruction.

Fred & Rose West : The Real Story with Trevor McDonald  Factual  Blink Films  ITV1  50' x1
Collaborative edit of a powerful documentary, presented by Sir Trevor McDonald, featuring exclusive 
interviews and insights into one of most disturbing murder cases in British criminal history – Fred and Rose 
West and the Gloucester House of Horrors. 

Frontline Battle Machines  Factual  X2 Productions  Discovery Networks  1Hr x3
Series in which motoring journalist Mike Brewer takes a journey to the war zone of Afghanistan and gets an 
exclusive look at the weaponry of the British Armed Forces stationed there.

Headliners  Factual  ITV Central  ITV1  23ʼ x3
Series in which Anne Diamond talks to contributors, who reflect on the negative impact of stories about them 
appearing in the news and their subsequent attempts to move on.

Justice for Lynn  Factual  ITV Productions  Channel Four  50’ Pre-trial sequences.
After the Derbyshire schoolgirl Lynn Siddons was brutally murdered, her family began a civil case against 
their neighbour Michael Brooks. Subsequently charged with murder,  Brooks was found guilty and sentenced 
to life in prison.

Malka’s Holocaust  Factual  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
After 50 years of searching for them, Malka travels from Britain to Europe for an emotional reunion with the 
Christian farmer who hid her Jewish family from Nazi soldiers.

Meera and I  Factual  ITV Central  ITV1  23'
A look at the life and career of actor Meera Syal, at the time of her semi-autobiographical feature film ‘Anita 
and Me’.  With behind the scenes footage of the film’s making, it was included as an ‘extra’ on the 
commercial DVD release.

My Childhood  Factual  TVT Productions  ITV1  23’ Pilot
Actress and ‘Loose Women’ star Linda Robson revisits the haunts of her childhood and meets some of the 
people who had an impact on her early life and eventual career, including her acting teacher Anna Scher.

Naked  Factual  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
Following Vincent Bethell from the organisation ‘Freedom to be Yourself’, as he campaigns to make public 
nudity acceptable and takes direct action as a result of his beliefs.

Real Crime : Gunn Law  Factual  ITV Productions  ITV1  1Hr   Collaborative edit.
An episode of ITV’s Real Crime. Mark Austin takes a look at the undercover police operation to bring 
Nottingham crime boss Colin Gunn to justice, which also exposed corruption at the heart of the police force. 

The Night the Bombs Went Off   Factual  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
A one-off documentary remembering the Birmingham pub bombings.  With archive footage and 
contemporary interviews. Winner of a Midland RTS Programme Award.

To Catch a Killer : Michael Sams  Factual  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
Investigating the manhunt that led to the capture of a notorious murderer and kidnapper.  At his trial, the 
Judge said Sams was 'an extremely dangerous and evil man, who was a menace to society’.
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  Observational Documentary

Baby Hospital  Observational Documentary   ITV Central   ITV1   23’ x12
A series sensitively following pregnant women attending one of the countries biggest maternity hospitals.   
Incredible access to staff and patients in both the clinical areas and in the delivery suites.

Blenheim  Observational Documentary   ITV Central   ITV1   23’ x6
Behind the scenes at a busy family owned Stately Home, which is open to the public.  Keeping up the 
appearance of the building and grounds is only part of the story, as the estate looks at new ways to generate 
an income.

Crimefighters : The Vice  Observational Documentary   Zenith North   ITV1   23’ x6
A series following the pioneering work of the Nottingham Police Prostitution Task Force.  A small specialist 
team attempts to tackle the problem of prostitution on the streets of the city, through education and 
persuasion rather than prosecution.

Demolition  Observational Documentary  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
One-off documentary following demolition contractors, as they bring down an unloved high-rise tower block 
in a populated area of Birmingham City Centre.

Everest : Against All Odds  Observational Documentary  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
One-off documentary following competitors attempts to reach Everest Base Camp in extreme conditions, so 
that they can then take part in a gruelling downhill race.

Home from Home   Observational Documentary  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
One-off documentary following young people in shelters accommodation, as they struggle with the dual 
problems of homelessness and unemployment and looking at how they often find it difficult to see a way out 
of those circumstances.

Landladies  Observational Documentary  ITV Central  ITV1  23’ Pilot
Pilot episode for a long running series of programmes following holidaymakers enjoying a well-earned break 
by the seaside, at the B&B’s run by the Landladies of Skegness.  Narrated by Ken Dodd

My Mum’s a Knockout  Observational Documentary  ITV Central  ITV1  23’
One-off documentary following a female boxer, as she attempts to battle to the top, whilst juggling her 
regular career and family commitments.

Pole to Pole   Observational Documentary  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
One-off documentary following Mike and Fiona Thornewill, from their intensive training in a Nottinghamshire 
park to the frozen Antarctic, as they become the first couple to go to the South Pole.

Safari Park   Observational Documentary  Kingfisher TV  ITV1   23’ x14 
A series going behind the scenes at the busy West Midlands Safari Park and following the park wardens on 
a visit to Africa.  Narrated by Paul McGann.  The series won a Midland RTS Award for Best Independent 
Production.

The Sewermen  Observational Documentary  Label1  C5  45’ x4
A look at the work for the men and women working on the frontline for United Utilities, one of Britain’s biggest 
water companies, as they deal with miles of underground tunnels, hundreds of blocked toilets and vast 
hundred-tonne fatbergs.  Returned to Label1 for Series Two.

Tough Guys : Against All Odds   Observational Documentary  ITV Central  ITV1   23’
One-off documentary looking at the preparation, race and aftermath of an annual ‘Mudathon’ assault course 
event in the West Midlands.  The  ‘Tough Guy’ claims to be the world's most demanding one-day survival 
ordeal.

The Housing Enforcers  Observational Documentary  TwoFour  BBC1  44’ x10
A gritty daytime series, in which presenter Matt Allwright joins Housing Officers in locations across Britain to 
gain an insight into their work and explores the good and bad aspects of home ownership and property 
rental.
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The Yorkshire Vet : On Call  Observational Documentary  Daisybeck Studios  C5  1Hr 
Collaborative Edit.  A fast turnaround ‘special’ of the popular series.  Featuring the warm stories that emerge 
whilst following the vets at a Yorkshire practice associated with the author of ‘All Creatures Great and Small’, 
James Herriot.

Trauma   Observational Documentary  ITV Central  ITV1   23’ x13
Series looking at the work of the Accident and Emergency team at the busy Selly Oak Hospital in 
Birmingham.  Patient stories are at the heart of the programme, following them from when they are brought 
in to when they are discharged.

Two Strangers and a Wedding   Observational Documentary  ITV Central  ITV1   23’ x1
One-off documentary, going behind the scenes at Birmingham’s BRMB radio station, which has organised a 
competition in which two complete strangers will marry each other minutes after first meeting.

  Daytime

House Doctor  Factual Entertainment  Boundless  C5  1Hr x3
Tracy Metro offers her own special brand of constructive advice to a host of homeowners. Her creative 
approach to design proves that with minimal investment and simple home-styling houses can sell quickly.

How to Live Longer  Factual Entertainment  Maverick TV  BBC1  1Hr x1
Experts Amanda Hamilton and Ian Philp offer contributors a series of physical and medical tests try to help 
them live healthier lives in just six weeks.

Rip-Off Britain : Holidays  Daytime Factual  BBC Current Affairs  BBC1  46’ x15  Contributing Editor
Part of a team creating inserts for the holiday related series of consumer affairs programmes, highlighting the 
issues that most matter to members of the public - be it bad customer service or shabby accommodation.

Simply Gardening  Magazine Show   ITV Central  ITV1   23’ Contributing Editor to one series
Magazine show offering advice on getting the most from our own green spaces.  Looking at planting and 
pruning as well as crafts associated with gardening.

Storage Hoarders  Formatted Daytime  TwoFour  ITV1  1Hr x6
People who have too many possessions are challenged to sort through their stuff, say goodbye to the things 
with no value and turn their forgotten collectibles into hard cash.  With Aggie MacKenzie.

Our House  Magazine Show  ITV Central  ITV1   23’ Contributing Editor for six series
A snoop around people’s homes, to find out what makes them stand out from the ordinary.  From grand 
estates and country houses to a single bedroom or kitchen, the rooms are the stars in this programme.

  Motoring

Auto Trader  Factual Entertainment  X2 Productions  Discovery Networks  45’ x6
Motoring journalist Mike Brewer sets up shop in a car showroom and guides contributors through the pitfall of 
the used car market - helping them to choose what should be their perfect car.

I Want That Car  Factual Entertainment  Daisybeck Studios  ITV4  1Hr x4
Motoring journalist Mat Watson and motor racing driver Rebecca Jackson help car buyers to navigate the 
used car market and choose one from a collection of cars on display at some of the UK's premier circuits.

Pulling Power  Magazine Show  Central ITV  ITV1  23’ Contributing editor series eight to twelve
Motoring magazine show with various presenters including Mike Brewer, Gail Porter, Michele Newman, Mike 
Rutherford, James Allen and Sally Gray.  News, reviews and test drives  - where the car is centre stage.
 
Pulling Power : Series 13  Magazine Show  X2 Productions  ITV1  23’ x13
Mike Brewer, Ed China and Sarah-Jane Mee present fast paced studio style motoring magazine programme 
with car news and reviews, features, test drives and stunts.  
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Pulling Power : The Motor Show Special  Magazine Show  X2 Productions  ITV4  45’
One-off special of the motoring magazine programme at the ExCel Centre in London for the annual British 
Motor Show.  An important time for the car industry, as manufacturers launch their new models.

Pulling Power Special : The London Taxi Story  Factual  ITV Central  ITV1  23’
The story of the iconic LTI Black Taxi Cab, from its early beginnings, including how it came to have such a 
tight turning circle to how it nearly all came to an end.

Pulling Power Special : The Rover Story  Factual  ITV Central  ITV1  23’
The story of the troubled Rover Car company, from its early days as a premium brand, through the troubled 
days of industrial unrest, its attempts to recover and eventually its sad demise as a large scale manufacturer.

  Clip Shows 

The End of the Century Show  Archive based Factual  ITV Central  ITV1  23’ x4
Four decades of News Archive and contemporary interviews, set to music from the period.  Voiced by 
singers relevant to the decade, Adam Faith, Noddy Holder, Tony Hadley and Louise Redknapp.

The Way We Were - Christmas Special  Archive based Factual  ITV Central  ITV1  23’
Using old home movies with contemporary interviews from both historians and some of those featured, to 
illustrate how Christmas was spent in years gone by.

What Happened Next  Factual Entertainment  TwoFour  Discovery Networks  23’ x16 Inserts
A UGC clip based series, trawling the world for entertaining user generated content and presenting it in an 
informative way with fast paced editing and multilayered graphics.  Inserts produced for future compilation

  Sport 

Central Soccer Night  Studio based Football Show  ITV Central  ITV1   23’ Contributing editor
Sarah-Jane Mee and football legend Stan Collymore reflect on the results from the week’s football fixtures.

Kicking it Around  Studio based Football Show  ITV Central  ITV1   23’ Contributing editor
Gary Newbon and guests discuss the weeks football news and look at how the best of the matches played 
out.

Late Tackle  Studio based Football Show  ITV Central  ITV1   23’ Contributing editor
Gary Newbon and Sarah-Jane Mee present the highlights from the Midlands football fixtures, with expert 
analysis.

Hancock’s Half Time  Studio based Football Show  ITV Central  ITV1   23’ Contributing editor
Comedian and Stoke City fan Nick Hancock takes a lighthearted look at highlights from the Midlands football 
fixtures.

  Current Affairs 

Central Extra  Current Affairs  ITV Central  ITV1  23’ x6
In depth analysis of political and social issues.   From ‘Living on Benefits’ and ‘Crime On Our Streets’ to ‘The 
Death of the Dinner Table’ and ‘Dogknapping’.

The Lobby  Current Affairs  ITV Central  ITV1  23’ x6
Inserts examining the political issues of the week and how they impacted on the people of the East and West 
Midlands.  Shown prior to a studio discussion element
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  Social Action 

Beryl Gets Younger by the Day  Social Action  ITV Central  ITV1  23’
Pensioner Beryl feels the benefit of making small adjustments to her lifestyle.

Bullied  Social Action  ITV Central  ITV1  23’
Exposing the devastating effect of bullying in the home and workplace and suggesting where to seek help.

Britain on the Move  Social Action  ITV Central  ITV1  23’
Anne Diamond encourages everyone to walk their way to a healthier lifestyle.

Changing Attitudes  Social Action  ITV Central  ITV1  23’
A girl with severe disabilities summons incredible strength to communicate her thoughts on her condition.

Climate Change : Make a Difference  Social Action  ITV Central  ITV1  23’
Members of the public are offered advice and encouraged to do their bit to help the environment .

Solution Street  Social Action  Hotbed Media  ITV  23’ Inserts
Ben Sheppard and Gaby Roslin encourage a community to band together to help each other.
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